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Execution and allocation policy

1 Introduction
When executing or receiving and transmitting a client’s orders and when placing
orders for a client in the course of managing the client’s portfolio, C WorldWide
Asset Management Fondsmæglerselskab A/S (“CWW AM”) takes all sufficient
measures to obtain the best possible result for the client (“Best Execution”).
When seeking Best Execution for the client, CWW AM takes into account price,
costs, speed, likelihood of execution and settlement, size, broker selection and any
other consideration directly relevant to the execution of the order.
Any specific instructions from a client to CWW AM may prevent CWW AM from
obtaining the best possible result for the execution of orders covered by the client’s
instructions.
CWW AM is not itself a member of regulated markets, multilateral trading facilities
or organised trading facilities and thus trades through brokers.
CWW AM engages in proprietary trading in limited instances. This occurs in
connection with the issuance of Danish investment association shares and units in
Alternative Investment Funds (“AIFs”).
In the following CWW AM’s trading procedures and allocation principles are
described further.

2 Execution of client orders: Danish investment associations, UCITS and other
collective investment schemes
CWW AM executes respectively receives and transmits client orders relating to units
or shares in Danish investment associations, other UCITS and AIFs if these collective
investment schemes are managed by CWW AM or the collective investment schemes
are otherwise covered by an agreement between CWW AM and the client. CWW
AM does not accept orders from U.S. resident clients.
In the case of client orders placed with CWW AM in Denmark for shares in Danish
investment associations, CWW AM will be the counterparty in the client’s trades.
CWW AM places orders in listed shares of Danish investment associations managed
by CWW AM with the market maker of the investment association unless a direct
trade with the investment association is more advantageous. Trades in unlisted shares
are placed directly with the investment association. CWW AM may also execute
client orders on its own account at the subscription or redemption price of the subfund at the time of the order.
Trades in shares of other Danish investment associations than those mentioned above
are placed with a broker. Settlement of client orders which is not executed at CWW
AM’s own account is at the achieved prices.
Client orders received by CWW AM’s Swedish Branch for units or shares in UCITS
and AIFs domiciled in Luxembourg will be transmitted to the management company
of the UCITS or AIF for execution in accordance with the procedures and at the price
as described in the prospectus of the UCITS or AIF.
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CWW AM may on rare occasions offer to execute on its own account client orders
for units or shares in AIFs outside the timeframes of execution and redemption of the
AIF. Settlement is at the NAV of the AIF at the day of the trade.

3 Execution of equity trades for portfolio and advisory clients
CWW AM primarily executes the following types of orders:
Volume-weighted orders at average price (“VWAP”): CWW AM places orders
through brokers in the form of volume-weighted transactions at the average price.
The broker settles at an average price when the total order has been executed.
At market orders: CWW AM places these orders through brokers as market orders
when the orders are small and can be executed in one single transaction in the market.
Settlement is at the achieved market price.
CWW AM may furthermore choose to execute orders in multiple transactions. This
is based on the information available in the marked, i.e. on liquidity.
All orders are placed with executing brokers who route these to regulated markets,
through multilateral trading facilities or execute them on a proprietary basis. After
execution, CWW AM will allocate the portion of the orders relating to the individual
client’s portfolio in accordance with CWW AM’s allocation policies and procedures.
CWW AM endeavours to achieve Best Execution under prevailing market
conditions.
CWW AM has a list of authorised brokers deemed by CWW AM to be those
delivering the best overall quality at the right price in the respective markets.
The brokers are subject to evaluation when added to this list and at least once a year
or when otherwise required according to pre-agreed criteria. The criteria are:
-

Broker skills (including speed and quality of execution)
Commission rates
Quality of service
Counterparty risk.

CWW AM uses the following criteria when selecting a broker with whom to place
an order:
-

Total consideration to the client
Brokerage commission
The broker’s turnover in the particular security (flow), taking into account the
size of the trade
Execution performance record in the relevant market, taking into account the
complexity of the trade
Ability to ensure timely and correct settlement
Line limits

Under normal market conditions and with high liquidity, the total consideration is of
the highest priority.
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In case of equities with a low liquidity, the broker’s flow is a highly ranking factor.
When trading in complicated markets, the broker’s execution track record and the
likelihood of execution is of priority.
The trade with the selected broker must always remain within the line limits set up
by CWW AM for risk management purposes.
Orders are predominantly placed in recognised and regulated markets or multilateral
trading facilities. However, in exceptional cases, for example when executing orders
in illiquid equities, such transactions may be conducted over the counter.
CWW AM uses an IT-system that checks all the trading prices obtained for
transactions against relevant benchmarks. CWW AM evaluates the results regularly.
All trades settle directly between buyer and seller and CWW AM does not take
positions on and off its books. However, CWW AM remains the client’s counterparty
as well as the counterparty in the market. This means that CWW AM and not the
Client has the counterparty risk on the different brokers. Instead, the Client has the
counterparty risk on CWW AM on all the trades.
In exceptional cases, CWW AM engages in cross trades – where one client trades
with another client and CWW AM exercises investment discretion for both clients.
Here, the trading price is fixed on the basis of the prevailing market prices provided
by Reuters or Bloomberg. CWW AM does not charge brokerage fee to its clients in
relation to cross trades.

4 Execution of bond trades for portfolio clients and advisory clients
Orders may be executed by the broker’s proprietary trading. After execution, CWW
AM will allocate the portion of the orders relating to the individual client’s portfolio
in accordance with CWW AM’s allocation policies and procedures.
In the vast majority of cases, bond transactions for clients are implemented
immediately with CWW AM agreeing on a transaction with a counterparty if it is at
market levels. Before making the agreement, the price is compared with prices from
several other market participants.
In certain cases, CWW AM may obtain better prices for the clients by instructing a
broker to trade on our behalf within agreed terms. These are only conducted with
counterparties of which CWW AM has thorough knowledge and with a strong
relationship of trust. In such cases, CWW AM will seek in advance a realistic price,
the order will be followed closely for as long as it is outstanding, and the price
obtained will subsequently be evaluated.
In exceptional cases, internal cross trades are carried out between two of CWW AM’s
clients where CWW AM exercises discretion for both clients. For liquid bonds, the
price is fixed on the basis of prices provided by Reuters or Bloomberg. For illiquid
bonds, an estimated price is calculated, and at the same time CWW AM asks for a
price assessment from an external broker. CWW AM does not charge brokerage fee
to its clients in relation to cross trades.
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CWW AM has a list of authorised brokers deemed by CWW AM to be those
delivering the best overall quality at the right price in the respective markets. The
brokers are subject to evaluation when added to this list and at least once a year or
when otherwise required. In assessing broker quality, CWW AM emphasises the
broker’s bid/ask spread, i.e. the possibility of offering the best prices to CWW AM’s
clients. Furthermore, CWW AM emphasises the quality of the broker’s settlement.
All trades settle directly between buyer and seller and CWW AM does not take
positions on and off its books. However, CWW AM remains the client’s counterparty
as well as the counterparty in the market. This means that CWW AM and not the
Client has the counterparty risk on the different brokers. Instead, the Client has the
counterparty risk on CWW AM on all the trades.

5 Execution of trades for portfolio clients and advisory clients in units/shares in Danish
investment associations, UCITS and other collective investment schemes
For changes to portfolios including units/shares in Danish investment associations or
other collective investment schemes (including UCITS and AIFs), transactions are
executed for the client according to the same principles as those applied for the
execution of orders. See above. However, in case of units in collective investment
schemes managed outside of the CWW AM Group and which are traded on a
regulated marked, the order is executed by applying the same principles and the same
brokers as for equity trades.

6 Transmission of derivatives trades for portfolio clients
CWW AM only transmits trades in listed derivatives. CWW AM primarily transmits
client trades as market orders: CWW AM places market orders when the orders are
small and can be executed in one single transaction in the market. Settlement is at the
achieved market price.
All orders are placed in the clients’ names with executing brokers who route these
out through internal trading platforms which executes directly on the market. After
execution, CWW AM will allocate the portion of the orders relating to the individual
client’s portfolio in accordance with CWW AM’s allocation policies and procedures.
CWW AM endeavours to achieve Best Execution under prevailing market
conditions.
CWW AM has a list of authorized derivatives brokers deemed by CWW AM to be
those delivering the best overall quality at the right price in the respective markets.
The derivative brokers are subject to evaluation when added to this list and at least
once a year or when otherwise required according to pre-agreed criteria. The criteria
are:
-

Broker skills (including speed and quality of execution)
Commission rates
Quality of service

CWW AM uses the following criteria when selecting a broker with whom to place
an order:
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-

Total consideration to the client
Brokerage commission
The broker’s turnover in the particular derivative (flow), taking into account the
size of the trade
Execution performance record in the relevant market, taking into account the
complexity of the trade
Ability to ensure timely and correct settlement

Under normal market conditions and with high liquidity, the total consideration is of
the highest priority.
In case of derivatives with a low liquidity, the broker’s flow is a highly ranking factor.
When trading in complicated markets, the broker’s execution track record and the
likelihood of execution is of priority.
CWW AM makes checks of the trading price obtained for transactions by comparing
it with the trading prices listed on Bloomberg.
All derivative trades are entered into in the client’s name and the client has the
counterpart risk towards the broker. In the case of exchange traded derivatives, the
risk is mitigated through the central counterparties and the use of collateral. The risk
will be managed in accordance with the risk limits set out by the client.

7 Evaluation of best execution
CWW AM evaluates all trades on an ongoing basis in order to ensure Best Execution.
CWW AM performs an IT based monitoring of the trades based on the different
trading strategies and the broker skills, including settlement prices, costs and
speed/quality of the execution. Settlement prices of equities, bonds and investment
associations are evaluated according to relevant benchmarks.

8 Publication of top five execution venues and list of brokers
Annually, CWW AM makes public for each class of financial instrument on its webpage www.cworldwide.com/downloads/ its top five execution venues applied in the
preceding year and information on the quality of execution obtained.
A list of the brokers applied by CWW AM is available on its web-page
www.cworldwide.com/downloads/. The list will be updated from time to time in case
of material changes.

9 Allocation policy
CWW AM handles orders placed by the clients as quickly as possible.
CWW AM may execute block trades (aggregated orders for two or more portfolio
and advisory clients). The general rule is that all trades of a given day with a given
broker are allocated to clients immediately after the relevant exchange closes with
the same price applying to all clients. In the event of large portfolio changes, several
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brokers will be used and as a consequence, prices may vary. See below. Occasionally,
warehousing is used.
Trades are internally communicated i.e. followed through an order management
application. The application ensures that the portfolio manager will be able to follow
the process in whole and that all steps in the process are logged.
When executing orders in the same security for a multitude of portfolio or advisory
clients, allocation is as the main rule done pro rata. Pro rata means that the trades are
allocated proportionately to each client in accordance with the size of the order for
the individual client relative to the aggregated order size.
However, the pro rata principle is deviated from in order to take into account cost
efficiency for minor clients. Thus, allocation is only done pro rata when the portfolio
under management or advice exceeds the equivalent of DKK 100 million as
determined quarterly by CWW AM. Clients with a portfolio under this limit are given
allocation either first or last. The allocation order (either first or last) shifts every time
new orders are executed.
In the rare instances where it has not been possible to allocate fully to all clients below
the minimum threshold, the allocation will be made pro rata between these clients.
CWW AM will not allocate aggregated orders placed with one broker to a client on
a specific day if the allocation to that client does not reach the equivalent of DKK
100,000 (unless the client’s entire outstanding order is handled on that day).
If the client’s allocation is skipped on a given day due to client specific circumstances
(e.g. due to the lack of funds or if the client does not meet the allocation threshold set
out above or a de minimis threshold set out by a broker), then the client’s order of the
day will instead be distributed proportionally to the other clients participating in the
aggregation of orders. On the following allocations, the proportionate allocation to
the client will remain unchanged. The client’s outstanding order will be allocated on
the last day of the execution of aggregated orders.
The exceptions from the principle rule of pro rata allocation is made in order to ensure
that the proportionate costs of custody for CWW AM’s clients are lowered.
If a client does not have sufficient liquidity then the client is taken out of the pro-rata
allocation until the client’s liquidity is again sufficient.
If a client has in- or outflows CWW AM may prioritise these trades over large
aggregated portfolio trades due to a change in the composition of a multitude of
portfolios. This shall ensure that clients are not prevented from withdrawing funds
from or investing new funds in a portfolio, as CWW AM may need a longer time to
implement larger aggregated portfolio trades in order not to effect market prices.

10 Entry into force
This policy shall be applied as of January 1, 2018.
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